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Section I
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNTIY

KEIB-AM 1150 provides its listeners with programming that addresses issues of concern to our local 
community.  Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding 
calendar quarter were:

CHARITY
This quarter, KFI held an all-day ‘PastaThon’ to benefit local charity, Caterina’s Club, which helps to feed local children whose families live in local 
motels.  The all day broadcast from the Anaheim White House featured interviews with Bruno Serato, the chef who started the charity and kids that 
the charity has helped over the years. Listeners donated cash and pasta and sauce to the effort. KFI raised more than $260,000 in a single day, 
and over 5 years has raised more than a million dollars for this charity.

ENVIRONMENT
This quarter, a huge ongoing issue in this category was California’s ongoing drought and news that a severe El Nino might bring some relief to the 
area. A New mobility plan has also been presented for the city which would reduce the amount of vehicle lanes and expand the use of bike lanes 
throughout the city.  The plan has faced a lot of criticism

HEALTH
This quarter, several issues in this category were covered including: Gov. Jerry Brown passing California’s ‘Death with Dignity’ act which would 
allow people who meet certain criteria to decide when and how they want to die. Also discussed the increased presence of vaping and the possible 
health effects associated with it. 

PUBLIC SAFETY 
This quarter, one issue under this category was prominent, the Porter Ranch gas leak.  Residents of the area complained that they were suffering 
from negative health affects because of a gas leak from one of So Cal Gas’ gas lines.  Company officials insisted the leak did not pose a hazard to 
the health of the public, but citizens disagreed and demanded that they be relocated and the problem fixed immediately.  John & Ken did a live 
broadcast from the area of the leak all day to speak to those affected and called on local politicians to get the problem fixed ASAP

TERRORISM
Two major issues under this category were front and center this quarter.  Terrorist attacks in Paris, which killed 130 people had people all over the 
world on edge and made residents of Southern California fear for their safety.  In addition, a terrorist attack at a county facility in San Bernardino 
was covered extensively as it was happening and after the fact, we discussed new protocols put in place to prevent a similar attack.



Section II
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

This section lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station’s issue-responsive 
programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

Week Ending October 3, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Tim Conway Jr. A shooting at a Umpqua community college in Oregon 10/1 – 7pm 30 min
has killed 9 people. The shooter entered a classroom
and started shooting students after allegedly asking
them if they believed in God. The shooter then shot
himself.

Crime “Wake Up Call” w/ Update on Oregon school shooting, latest information 10/1 – 5am 30 min
Gary Hoffmann on victims, and background info on the shooter and

what could have led to this rampage.

Crime Bill Handel Latest on Oregon school shooting. The shooter lived Eric Leonard 10/1 – 7:15am 15 min
in Southern California for a time, his father issued KFI News
a short statement to the media

Crime/ John & Ken Oregon school shooter had mental health issues and Alex Stone 10/2 – 3pm 45 min  
Health his mother may have been the one to purchase  ABC News 5pm 45 min

the gun he used in the shooting.

Week Ending October 10, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Public Safety Dr. Wendy Walsh October is Domestic Violence Awareness month, Iliana Tavera 10/4 – 4:30pm 30 min
Discussed the issue and information for those that Executive Director
may need help or assistance Haven Hills

Katie Tyler
Clinical Director
Haven Hills 



Media Wayne Resnick Disneyland has upped the price of their annual 10/4 – 8pm 30 min
pass for the park, in addition to raising prices
for one day access. Wayne says it’s not about money, 
since Disneyland has become so crowded, he says
it’s about limiting the experience to certain people

Health Bill Handel Orange County has been dubbed the ‘Silicon Valley 10/5 – 7:30am 30 min
of Vaping’ due to the hundreds of vape shops that
have been started by entrepreneurs, who now say that
their livelihoods are in danger because of new regulations
that may be passed on electronic cigarettes.  Several 
cities have banned their use in public areas comparing
it to smoking bans. 

Health Bill Handel Gov. Jerry Brown has signed California’s ‘Death With 10/6 – 7am 15 min
Dignity’ law, which mandates that a terminally ill
patient that meets certain criteria be able to obtain
medication to end their own life when they so choose.

Health Bill Carroll Discussed an illness known as ‘The Suicide Disease’ Dr. Neil Martin 10/7 – 10:45am 15 min
Neurosurgery Chair
UCLA Ronald Reagan
Hospital

Crime Bill Carroll Discussed what it’s like to be an LAPD Homicide Sal LaBarbera 10/8 – 10am 30 min
Detective with one who was on the beat Retired LAPD 

Homicide Detective

Week Ending October 17, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment Bill Carroll Massive El Nino expected for Southern California this Bill Patzert 10/12 – 11am 30 min
winter…what that means for us in terms of possible JPL Climatologist
damage due to flooding and mudslides and will it 
ultimately make a dent in the drought.

Media Bill Handel Discussed a local OC hotel scam that involves a Steve Gregory 10/13 – 7am 30 min
controversial program called EB-5 which gives KFI News
green cards and a fast track to citizenship to foreigners
who invest in job creating projects in the U.S. 

Politics Tim Conway Jr. Aired the Democratic debate live from Las Vegas 10/13 – 7pm 60 min



Media Tim Conway Jr. Former Lakers star Lamar Odom found unconscious 10/13 – 8:30pm 30 min
at a Nevada brothel.

Politics Bill Handel Recap of the Democratic Debate, what the candidates 10/14 – 7am 45 min
said, and what they REALLY meant Eric Leonard  8:30am

KFI News

Media Bill Handel Update on status of Lamar Odom who was found Dennis Hof 10/14 – 8am 30 min
unconscious at a Nevada brothel where he had been Owner, The Love
staying for several days, allegedly having sex with Ranch
two women and doing drugs and herbal Viagra 

Charity Bill Handel Promoted the local ‘Love Ride’ a motorcycle event Jay Leno 10/15 – 8:30am 15 min
that raises money to benefit the Wounded Warriors Entertainer
Foundation which helps injured veterans get the 
things they need to make their lives easier 

Public Safety  Bill Carroll ‘The Great Shake Out’ earthquake preparedness Dr. Lucy Jones 10/15 – 10am 30 min
drill happens across Southern California today to USGS
be prepared before a quake strikes.

Public Safety John & Ken Kept listeners updated about flash flood warnings in 10/15 – 3:45pm 30 min
our local area, with serious flooding around the Castaic 10/16 – 3pm 30 min 
area that’s impacting the I-5 North and Southbound, 
many cars are stuck in the area due to mudslides 

Week Ending October 24, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health/ Media Mo’ Kelly Discussed the push to legalize marijuana for Robert Gamboa 10/18 – 6:15pm 30 min
recreational use in the state.  Guests from RAM - RAM committee
‘Rethinking Access to Marijuana’ and NCADD, the
National Council on Alcoholism & Drug Dependence Sandy Logan
joined the show to discuss the issue and the danger NCADD
of edibles and the possibility of legalization for 
recreational use in the state 

Crime/ Law John & Ken Discussed the ongoing problems with Prop 47, the 10/19 – 4pm 30 min
initiative that reduced the prison penalties for some
in the state. It reduces the classification of most 
‘non-serious and nonviolent’ property and drug crimes
from a felony to a misdemeanor 



Health Bill Handel The government has changed mammogram Lisa Curcio 10/22 – 7:45am 15 min
recommendations. The new guidelines recommend Physician
women get yearly screening at age 45 instead of 40
then transitioning to every 2 years at age 55 

Environment Bill Carroll Historic hurricane is bearing down on Mexico, Bill Patzert 10/23 – 10am 45 min
specifically the resort town of Puerto Vallarta NASA/ JPL Climatologist
some believe it could wipe out the city, as it is 
classified as a Category 5 with sustained winds 
expected to top 200 mph

Week Ending October 31, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Bill Handel UCLA student murdered in her apartment.  Why did Eric Leonard 10/26 – 7am 30 min
police respond to a 911 call at her home and not enter KFI News
instead they left and she was found murdered later

Media Bill Handel San Bernardino county won’t fire Director of HR after Steve Gregory 10/27 – 7am 30 min
he was found to have hired a prostitute. The City KFI News
won’t say what his punishment was but some of the
public is wondering why he wasn’t fired because of
the morals clause in his contract

Health Bill Carroll A football player for Riverside H.S. is in a coma after 10/27 – 11am 30 min
taking a hit during a game.   Discussed the recent rash
of high school players being injured or dying after 
being hit during games

Crime John & Ken Yorba Linda Taxpayers are angry over a rate Jeff Decker 10/27 – 4pm 30 min
hike of $25 a month and have petitioned to rescind Yorba Linda 
it.  J&K took up the effort to encourage people to Taxpayers Assn.
sign the petition.

Politics John & Ken GOP Presidential Debate LIVE 10/28 – 5pm 90 min

Crime/ Law Bill Handel Exclusive news about a jailbreak at Men’s Central Jail Steve Gregory 10/29 – 7:30am 30 min
and apparent security lapses that have been plaguing KFI News
the jail for years.



Week Ending November 7, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime/ Law Bill Handel Steve Gregory joined Handel to discuss the results of Steve Gregory 10/30 – 7am 30 mins
‘Operation Boo’ an effort by the LAPD to check up on KFI News
sex offenders on Halloween night to ensure that they 
are not violating the terms of their parole

Education Bill Handel The Dept. of Justice says that a high school in Illinois 11/3 – 7am 30 min
broke federal law by banning a transgender student
from the girls locker room. Discussed the issue and
how the situation likely didn’t have a result that would
be equal to both sides 

Health Bill Carroll Robin Williams widow speaks out, saying that she Dr. Mario Mendez 11/4 – 12:15pm 30 min
doesn’t think depression is what killed him, but rather Prof. Neurology & 
Lewey Body Dementia, discussed what the disease Psychiatry UCLA
is and how it affects the brain 

Media John & Ken John & Ken broadcast live from Yorba Linda to try 11/5 --  3pm 120 min
to convince the city council to rescind the new tax
they imposed on customers  

Week Ending November 14, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health/ Bill Carroll A popular camp in the hills northwest of LA could be Joel Grover 11/9 – 11am 30 min 
Public Safety a public safety hazard. The location was a former Investigative Journalist

nuclear and rocket testing facility where radioactive
waste has lingered for more than 65 years. According to
documents and scientific studies, that waste could have
harmed tens of thousands of children who over the years 
have attended camp there.

Transportation  John & Ken The ‘Mobility Plan 2035’ planned for Los Angeles has Eric Leonard 11/9 – 4pm 30 min
had to be revised. Eric Leonard discusses some of the KFI News
roadblocks that those planning for it have encountered

Charity All Shows KFI’s yearly all-day broadcast to raise money and Bruno Serato 11/13 – 5am 800 min
awareness for the ‘motel kids’ at the Anaheim White Chef, Owner 
House. Caterina’s Club is a 501c3 charity that helps 
feed more than 1600 kids per night/ 7 days a week in
12 cities in Orange and LA counties 



Week Ending November 21, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Terrorism Bill Handel Paris recovering from terrorist attack that killed 130. Aaron Katersky 11/16 – 7am 30 min
local girl among those murdered.  How this attack could ABC News
change how we deal with terrorism in the US 

Terrorism Bill Carroll Discussed how the US is securing the homeland after David Inserra 11/16 – 11am 30 min
the attacks in Paris. Policy Analyst for 

Homeland Security

Terrorism Gary & Shannon Latest on Paris terror attacks and how governors across Ryan Burrow 11/16 – 1pm 30 min
across the country are pushing to NOT take in Syrian ABC News
refugees after information was released saying one of
the terrorists in Paris was possibly carrying a fake
Syrian passport. 

Terrorism Bill Handel Latest news out of Paris, police carry out more raids in Aaron Katersky 11/ 18 – 7am 15 min
the city to find remaining suspect with word that more ABC News
terrorist attacks were planned

Education Bill Handel Students at Occidental College in Eagle Rock are Andrew Mollenbeck 11/19 – 7am 30 min
protesting and demand the college president resign KFI News
by tomorrow ‘or else’ 

Charity Gary & Shannon Local business owner EJ Jackson has a foundation that EJ Jackson 11/19 – 1:30pm 15 min
helps feed local homeless during the holidays Owner, Jackson Limo

Crime Bill Handel Police officer in Downey was murdered in the parking Eric Leonard 11/20 – 7am 30 min
lot next to the police station after his shift.  Investigators  KFI News
say it looks like the officer was targeted.

Week Ending November 28, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime/ Law Bill Carroll Kelly Thomas’ father, Ron Thomas has settled the civil Steve Gregory 11/24 – 11am 30 min
lawsuit against police for the death of his son just as KFI News
the civil trial was about to begin.  Discussed why the
settlement came now 

Terrorism Bill Carroll Brussles is on lockdown, after it’s revealed that suspected  Renault Lamoreux 11/23 – 10am 30 min
terrorists are gathering in the area and possibly planning   
attacks in other cities.  The specific area of Brussles that is
being focused on seems to be a haven for those supporting ISIS



Public Safety  Tim Conway Jr The community of Porter Ranch is experiencing a gas Andrew Mollenbeck 11/24 – 7:45pm 30 min
leak that the community says is making them sick. KFI News
Investigators say the fumes people are smelling are 
not harmful, but residents say otherwise, complaining
of headaches and nausea. So Cal Gas says it may take
four months to fix the leak.

Terrorism/ Bill Handel Discussed Russia, Syria tensions and terrorism in the Bryan Suits 11/25 – 7am 30 min 
Public Safety lead up to Thanksgiving, and what people can do to KFI Host

feel safe as they travel. 

Transportation John & Ken Show Latest details on LA’s ‘Mobility Plan 2035’ and caller Eric Leonard 11/25 --  3pm 30 min
reaction to the changes being made and how it will KFI News
impact them 

Week Ending December 5, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Bill Carroll Lakers star, Kobe Bryant has announced his retirement Vic ‘The Brick’ Jacobs  11/30 – 12pm 30 min
from the team effective at the end of this season KLAC Sports

Public Safety  John & Ken LA has a huge problem with homelessness and the LA 12/1 – 3pm 45 min
is trying to tackle the problem especially with the 
El Nino predictions being so harsh

Terrorism/ Bill Carroll Breaking news: Shooting at a San Bernardino county 12/2 – 12pm  45 min  
Public Safety facility kills at least 12 people, shooters remained at 

large for a time, putting the community in turmoil.
Kept listeners apprised of the latest news & information

Terrorism/ Gary & Shannon Breaking news: Shooting at a San Bernardino county Steve Gregory 12/2 – 1pm 80 min  
Public Safety facility kills at least 12 people, shooters remained at KFI News

large for a time, putting the community in turmoil.
Kept listeners apprised of the latest news & information

Terrorism/ Tim Conway Jr Breaking news: Shooting at a San Bernardino county Steve Gregory 12/2 – 7pm 100 min  
Public Safety facility kills at least 12 people, shooters remained at KFI News

large for a time, putting the community in turmoil.
Kept listeners apprised of the latest news & information



Terrorism/ Bill Handel Discussed San Bernardino shooting at county Steve Gregory 12/3 – 7am 120  min  
Public Safety facility kills at least 12 people, discussed suspects, KFI News

possible motives and the latest information on the Jim Keany
investigation Trauma surgeon

Bryan Suits
Military expert

Terrorism/ John & Ken show Latest news on San Bernardino shooting investigation Alex Stone 12/3 – 3pm 80 min  
Public Safety ABC News 

Terrorism/ Tim Conway Jr Latest news on San Bernardino investigation Steve Gregory 12/4 – 7am 30 min  
Public Safety and possible suspect connection to terrorism.  Female KFI News

shooter pledged allegiance to ISIS by posting message Bryan Suits
to Facebook AFTER the initial shooting. Military expert 

Week Ending December 12, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Terrorism/ Bill Handel The aftermath of the San Bernardino shooting is making Steve Gregory 12/7 – 7am 45 min  
Public Safety people edgy.  Steve Gregory joined us to talk about a recent KFI News

drill the LAPD had to practice an ‘active shooter’ situation

Politics John & Ken Discussed Donald Trump’s recent comments about 12/8 – 3pm 30 min
Muslims, some say he wants to ban ALL Muslims from 
the U.S. 

Terrorism/ Eric Leonard Latest on San Bernardino shooting investigation Eric Leonard 12/9 – 7am 30 min  
Public Safety the neighbor of the shooter admits he bought guns and KFI News

plotted with him on a previous attack that would target
Riverside City College and cars on the 91 freeeway

Public Safety John & Ken Porter Ranch gas leak is still ongoing, families are being Brian Panish 12/10 – 4pm 30 min
relocated to different areas. Families complain that their Attorney for families
children are getting sick from the fumes and they can not
effectively attend school.  Families are also upset that their
concerns have been met with some resistance from the gas
company that insists that there are ‘no harmful effect’ from
inhaling the escaping gas.  The company also says it could be
‘up to 4 months’ for them the find and fix the leak 

Public Safety John & Ken Continuing ongoing discussion of the Porter Ranch gas leak Erin Brockovich 12/11 – 4pm 30 min
and the problems the community is having getting the Activist
gas company to address their complaints in a timely manner



Week Ending December 19, 2015
ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Public Safety John & Ken Continuing ongoing discussion of the Porter Ranch gas leak Matt Pakucko 12/14 – 3pm 30 min
and the problems the community is having getting the Pres. ‘Save Porter Ranch’  6pm 30 min
gas company to address their complaints in a timely manner

Public Safety Bill Handel *Breaking News* LAUSD has closed ALL schools in the district Eric Leonard 12/15 – 7am 120 min
due to what they deemed to be a ‘credible terror threat’ KFI News
Went commercial free to report on the latest news and keep
listeners apprised of the latest information.  Took press
conferences live and took phone calls from affected parents

Public Safety Bill Carroll Ongoing coverage of LAUSD closing all schools in the district 12/15 – 10am 30 min
due to a ‘credible terror threat’ 

Public Safety Gary & Shannon Details on the email that shut down all LAUSD schools in the 12/16 –1pm 30 min
district, other cities like New York, received similar threats, and
New York deemed the threat ‘not credible’  Discussed how they
could have seen the same email and came to two very different
conclusions

Public Safety John & Ken John and Ken broadcast live from Porter Ranch to talk to Erin Brockovich 12/17 – 3pm 120 min
residents about the gas leak that is affecting their families Activist 

Politics Mo Kelly Live coverage of the Democratic debate and after debate 12/19 – 5pm 120 min
analysis of what the candidates said.

Week Ending December 26, 2015 & December 27th-31st

ISSUE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUEST DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment Bill Carroll El Nino update, it’s going to be  bad in SoCal, but that Bill Patzert 12/22—10am 30 min
may not be a bad thing considering our drought Climatologist 

Environment/  John & Ken A simple ‘safety valve’ may have been all that was 12/22 --  4pm 30 min 
Public Safety needed to prevent the Porter Ranch gas leak, but 

the repair was never done…in 1979!

Health/ John & Ken Chipotle is suffering after another Ecoli outbreak 12/23 – 5pm 30 min  
Public Safety that analysts say will affect the company’s bottom line

Health/ Bill Handel Porter Ranch gas leak update, the company is calling Andrew Mollenbeck 12/24 – 7am 30 min 
Public Safety in reinforcements to help relocate family members KFI News

more quickly



Economy Bill Handel Nationwide survey shows that a majority of 12/29 –7:30am 30 min
retirees are ‘terrified’ of not having enough money
for their retirement because of healthcare costs 

Crime John & Ken Glee actor arrested for possessing child pornography 12/29 – 3pm 15 min
Mark Salling appeared on the show, FBI says ‘hundreds’
of images of child pornography were found on his computer

Crime Bill Handel District attorney in Pennsylvania has decided to bring 12/30 – 7:15am 15 min
criminal sexual assault charges against Bill Cosby in a 2004    8am 10 min
case.  Discussed the charges and what we know of the 
background of the original case

Crime Wayne Resnick Discussed the latest information on Bill Cosby’s criminal Lou Shapiro 12/30 – 12pm 45 min
case.  Cosby was arraigned formally in court and a mug  Attorney
shot was taken. Cosby’s attorneys say he is innocent of
the charges

Crime Gary & Shannon Discussed the latest information on Bill Cosby’s criminal 12/30 – 1:15pm 30 min
case.  Cosby was arraigned formally in court and a mug 
shot was taken. Cosby’s attorneys say he is innocent of
the charges

Crime Mo Kelly  Discussed the latest information on Bill Cosby’s criminal Eric Leonard 12/30 – 3pm 30 min
case.  Local attorney, Gloria Allred, who represents KFI News
several women who claim Cosby assaulted them.



Section III
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 
quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 

----- So Cal Broadcasters Assoc. 000:29 068 

Bullying BYSTANDER REVOLTUION 000:30 009 

Community Involvement WE ARE BROADCASTERS 000:30 019 

Domestic violence Ad Council 000:30 097 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:05 025 

Health & Wellness STAND UP TO CANCER 000:31 018 

LOS ANGELES & iHEART MEDIA SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 027 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 013 

MILITARY AND VETERANS WOUNDED WARRIORS 000:30 009 

Veteran Support SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:31 029 

Voting rock the vote 000:29 104 

Voting rock the vote 000:30 007 


